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CHAP . V.
Residence at Cambridge— Engagement with Mr. Cripps—
Commencement of his Grand Tour— Hamburg— Denmark—
Sweden— Lapland— Norway— Finland.
With

the journey

which

was

the subject

of the

last chapter , the connexion of Mr. Clarke with his
young friend, as tutor , was terminated ; but having
been formed at a moment when their minds were
softened by a common calamity, and continued
under circumstances of perpetual novelty and in¬
terest , the impressions left by it were unusually
strong and lasting ; and upon it was laid the
foundation of a mutual attachment highly gratify¬
ing to both , but reflecting particular credit upon
the character of the pupil . That the warmth of
Mr. Clarke’s heart , the kindness of his manners,
and his eagerness both in acquiring and communi¬
cating knowledge, should have secured a temporary
hold of the affections of a young and ardent mind,
is nothing more than might have been expected,
and what in fact did happen in more cases than in
this ; but in the spirit and constancy of an attachVOL . i.
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ment, which neither the lapse of more than twenty
years , nor the wide difference of their pursuits
and situations in the world, nor the pleasures of a
fashionable life, nor the business of a public one,
could ever weaken , there is something as admira¬
ble as it is rare . So long as Mr. Clarke lived, the
interest and the exertions of his pupil were always
ready to be employed in the furtherance of any
object which he had at heart : and when that event
occurred which is too often found to acquit all
worldly obligations and to dissolve all common
ties , it only served to bring his friendship forward
in a more striking point of view. In every mark,
whether of public or of private respect , paid to
the memory of his friend, Mr. Paget was always
among the foremost ; and the readiness with which
he entered into all the details connected with the
comfort of the family of Mr.Clarke , and the warmth
of his exertions in the promotion of every measure
recommended in their behalf—exertions not less
successful than they were extensive —were such as
could only have been expected from a very near
relation , or from one who had lived in daily habits
of intimacy with him, to the last moment of his
life.
Upon their return from Scotland , Mr. Paget was
sent to Oxford according to his destination , and
Mr. Clarke returned to Uckfield, where, towards
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the end of the winter , the author of this Memoir
went , in conformity to a long promise, to spend a
few weeks with him. He had been living with his
family ever since his return , and it was reasonable
to expect that the arrangement and digestion of
the materials of a journey , in which he had taken
so much interest , while the objects were fresh in
his recollection , would have been his principal
employment and resource ; especially as it was
always his intention to publish them ; but he had
dismissed this subject from his thoughts , and, to
confess the truth , was wholly absorbed in the oc¬
cupations and amusements of an active country
gentleman ; amongst which shooting was the most
prominent . For the more effectual prosecution of
this object, he had procured from the Duke of
Dorset , the deputation of several large woods and
manors in the neighbourhood of Uckfield, in which
it was his daily habit to expatiate , and with as
much enthusiasm and delight as the keenest
sportsman of his time . He was not successful
indeed, nor was success necessary to his enjoy¬
ment ; it was the wildness of the sport , and the
bustle and activity of the exercise which capti¬
vated him ; and as he was then without any defi¬
nite objects in life, it became a matter of painful
conjecture to those who regarded him, when and
how the indulgence of such a passion might cease.
On this account all the influence of his friend was
2 f 2
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exerted to withdraw him altogether from this
scene of fruitless labour (for such it was to him on
many accounts ), and to induce him to take up his
residence in Cambridge , where he would be cer¬
tain of finding pursuits worthy of his ambition*
and friends disposed to partake of them . But this
was a more difficult undertaking than might have
been imagined . The repugnance he at all times
felt to remove from his mother’s house, had lately
been considerably strengthened by a sense of
something like independence which his election to
a Fellowship * had created , and what was more
unfortunate , by an unaccountable dislike to the
very place where he was urged to go ; and it is
very probable , that every remonstrance , and every
effort of his friend would have been unavailing , if
they had not been happily seconded by an acci¬
dental circumstance , which occurred most season¬
ably to aid them . His name was put down at
Uckfield for the supplementary militia, and such
was his dread of being compelled to serve in this
corps , that without stopping to inquire by what
other means he might escape the chance of the
impending evil, he immediately seized upon the
idea of College, as of a place of refuge from it . “ My
going to College for a short time,” he says in a
letter to his friend, soon after the latter ’s return to
* He was elected Fellow of Jesus College before be went to
Scotland.
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Cambridge , “ I am afraid, will now be absolutely
necessary , for they have entered my name to be
ballotted for as a supplementary militia-man. Tell
the Master I will be bursar , or shoe-black , or gip,
to avoid marching amongst a mob of undrilled re¬
cruits . Only fancy, Captain Clarke, or, what is
worse, Ensign Clarke, of the awkward squad . I
am very sure you would soon find the addition of
-brought
to a court -martial for disobedience
of orders . Seriously I will beg of you to request
the Master to appoint me bursar without delay,
that I may go to Lewes, and tell the justices 1 am
exempted by a College office, and only there upon
a visit.” Accordingly he was appointed bursar;
and rooms having been prepared for him at his re¬
quest , he prepared to take up his residence in
College at Easter 1798.
In the mean time, however, an engagement
more directly connected with the line of life he
had adopted was proposed to him ; and as this
engagement led afterward to important conse¬
quences , and was, in truth , the cause of his under¬
taking , and the means of his completing his cele¬
brated journey to the Continent , it will be proper
to speak of it more fully. The object of the pro¬
posal was a young man of his own neighbourhood
in Sussex ; who, having lately succeeded to a con¬
siderable estate in that county , was desirous of
placing himself under the guidance and instruction
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of Mr . Clarke for three years , in the meritorious
hope of supplying the defects of an indifferent
education , by those means, which though late
were still within his power . In the pursuit of this
advantage , the place was of secondary importance
to him, and he was easily induced , at Mr. Clarke ’s
recommendation , to admit himself a Fellow -com¬
moner of Jesus College, and to accompany his
tutor to Cambridge ; with an understanding , which
was equally agreeable to both , that after a certain
time spent in preparatory study , they should un¬
dertake some journey to the Continent together.
The pecuniary part of the proposal was very
liberal , and the plan was entered upon without
delay . With them came also to the University a
gentleman of a very different character , and in a
different situation in life ; led there indeed partly
by the same motives as those which influenced
Mr . Cripps , a love of Mr . Clarke’s society , and a
desire of profiting by his information, and, in this
respect , affording a remarkable instance amongst
many which might be quoted of the strong attach¬
ments inspired by Mr. Clarke ; but chiefly induced
by another reason , which, considering his circum¬
stances , will be regarded as very rare . This was
the Honourable John Tufton , an elder brother of
his first pupil , the same who had accompanied
him as far as Brussels on his tour to the Conti¬
nent . He had lived, a considerable time in the
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fashionable world, had partaken largely of its in¬
terests and its pleasures, and at the time of his
admission at Jesus College, was in the full enjoy¬
ment of all that men usually desire, being splen¬
didly allied, a Member of Parliament , and pos¬
sessed of a larger fortune than he could spend.
In all this, however, he had not found what would
satisfy his understanding and his wishes, and one
object of his coming to College was to try , whe¬
ther the pleasure of academic pursuits and the
society of literary men would prove more effectual.
The experiment , however, was unhappily of short
duration ; his health, which was indifferent when
he came, declined rapidly after his admission, and
compelled him frequently to remove to town for
advice : and before eighteen months had expired,
he fell a victim to a species of atrophy , under
which he had long laboured.
During the next twelvemonth , Mr. Clarke re¬
sided constantly with his pupil at Jesus College,
and thus commenced a new and important era in
his life, in many respects highly beneficial to him.
Hitherto his studies had been desultory and irre¬
gular, dependent upon the situations into which he
was thrown , and the tastes and sympathies of the
persons with whom he lived, and otherwise pur¬
sued under many and striking disadvantages ; but
now he enjoyed the inestimable benefit of being
master of his own pursuits , and of a considerable
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portion of his own time, under circumstances
most favourable to the cultivation of them. Ac¬
cordingly , notwithstanding his employment with
his pupil and his College office, he contrived to
attend constantly the chemical lectures , and to
improve himself in several other species of informa¬
tion essential to his future views ; and what was
more important , he began to establish in his
general reading a certain degree of regularity and
method , to which he had hitherto been a stranger.
But to the society of the place, he was unques¬
tionably indebted for the most decided advantage.
Formerly he had lived either with young men of
family who looked up to him for their opinions;
or with persons whose age and situation placed
them beyond the reach of competition ; but now
his mind was brought into daily and familiar con¬
tact with those of many able scholars, of the same
rank and standing with himself, and engaged in a
similar career —men, for the most part , of more
regular understandings and more mature judgment
than his own—from whose conversation he could
not fail, amongst other improvements, of making
some progress in a species of knowledge, oftener
forced upon us than sought, but valuable however
obtained , that of himself. It must be confessed,
however, that at this period his residence in Cam¬
bridge was not productive of all the satisfaction
to himself, which his friends had so confidently
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promised . There was something in the tone and
habits of the place, by no means calculated to do
away the prejudice he brought there : it was nei¬
ther the varied gaiety of the world, nor the un¬
clouded serenity of home ; but a scene different
from both , for which his former life not less than
his natural disposition rendered him unfit, without
some previous experience and discipline. Beyond
all this, the love of travel still shewed itself to be
the ruling passion of his mind, and was constantly
urging him towards the means of fresh gratifica¬
tion . Thus, notwithstanding the many sources of
advantage and enjoyment with which he was sur¬
rounded , he was never less disposed to be at ease
in the whole course of his life, and if they who
knew him best were desired to point out that pe¬
riod of his history , in which he appeared least
amiable to others (and it is only of the degree of
which there can be any question ), it would cer¬
tainly be this year of his residence in Cambridge.
On these accounts he often urged upon the author
of this memoir, at that time senior tutor of the
College, the immediate execution of a scheme they
had long had in contemplation of going abroad
together . In this person he always found a willing
auditor ; and as no part of the Continent was then
open to English travellers , but the north of Europe,
it was determined , after various plans had been
proposed and rejected , that they should visit
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Norway and Sweden , with as much of Russia be¬
sides, as could be comprehended within the ex¬
tended limits of a long summer vacation. Mr.
Cripps , his pupil , was of course of this party from
the beginning , and with it was afterward associated
a gentleman , since highly distinguished in the
literary world, Professor Malthus . He was at that
time Fellow of the College, and having been occa¬
sionally resident during this year , and often present
at the discussions to which the scheme had given
birth , was easily persuaded to embark in an expe¬
dition , which, besides the many obvious induce¬
ments it held out to him in common with the rest,
afforded a prospect of information peculiarly de¬
sirable to himself. He had lately published his
first work, an octavo volume, upon the Principle
of Population ; and although it was quite impos¬
sible for him to anticipate the deep and extensive
interest , which the peculiar circumstances of the
country have since given to the subject , it is cer¬
tain that he was at that time exceedingly impressed
with the practical evils to which the prevailing
errors respecting population had given rise, and
not less firm in the truth of his own conclusions,
than sanguine as to their ultimate establishment.
But being certain that a theory so adverse to all
the rooted prejudices and received opinions of
mankind , was not likely to make its way by argu¬
ment alone, however logically supported , he was
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anxious for the sake of truth as well as of public
happiness to collect from every quarter of the
habitable world all the prominent facts which
could fairly be supposed to bear upon the question.
In this inquiry the countries northward of the
Baltic were for many reasons likely to be of impor¬
tance ; but they were precisely those in which
the state of society was less known , and the de¬
tails required less likely to be obtained from
native authors , and on this account he was glad
of the opportunity now afforded to procure , by
actual observation and inquiry , the materials of
which he was in search . To this tour , therefore,
the public are indebted for all that curious statis¬
tical information respecting Norway and Sweden,
with which his quarto volume is enriched , and for
many of those facts and documents by which the
truth of his former demonstration is so triumph¬
antly supported and confirmed.
But to return to Mr. Clarke . The party set out
from Cambridge at the time appointed , the 20th
of May, 1799 ; and the journey , which was at first
intended to occupy only six or seven months, was
continued by himself and his pupil for more than
three years and a half, having been concluded in
the latter end of November , 1802. During this
period , the series of letters next presented to the
reader was addressed to his friends at home. They
will form, it is presumed , by far the most amusing
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as well as the most instructive portion of the pre¬
sent work ; and on this account they will be in¬
serted with as little alteration and curtailment as
possible ; but as they were composed under a
variety of circumstances , and possess very dif¬
ferent degrees of merit , the following observations
upon their character and contents may possibly
assist the reader ’s judgment respecting them.
As Mr. Clarke never failed to write to some one
or other of his friends from every remarkable spot
which he visited , and as very few of his letters
have been lost, they will be found collectively to
furnish a succinct and faithful narrative of that
long and eventful journey , the enlarged details of
which have occupied no less than six volumes
quarto , and have mainly contributed to spread the
reputation of the author throughout every part of
Europe . In this point of view they cannot fail of
being highly interesting to a large class of readers,
who, having wanted either the time or the oppor¬
tunity to make themselves masters of so voluminous
a work, will be delighted in this summary, but in¬
teresting way to reap the benefit of his researches.
But it may be farther affirmed, that these letters
are not less valuable when considered separately,
than when regarded in connexion with each other;
for besides the raciness and freshness they possess
in common with all other information conveyed
under similar circumstances , having been written
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while the objects were still warm in his recollec¬
tion, or actually in his sight ; they have the pecu¬
liar advantage of exhibiting in a striking point of
view, that stream of colloquial eloquence in which
the goodness of his heart was most apparent , and
the playfulness , the vivacity , and the force of his
imagination had their fairest and freest scope. Of
all the species of writing which he essayed, the
epistolary was the most becoming to him ; and as
the letters now exhibit in a narrower field the
qualities which accompanied him when he spoke,
no one who reads them with attention will be at a
loss to discover what his conversation once was—
the same ease, lightness , and spirit —the same dis¬
tinct view of his own character and thoughts —an
expression still more graceful and flowing—with a
talent for description , and a taste in the selection
of his topics, which have rarely been surpassed.
To be natural indeed could scarcely be called a
virtue in him ; for his conceptions were so rapid,
and struggled so much for utterance , that they
could scarcely at any time be controlled.
But if the form of these communications may be
supposed to give them an air of novelty, even with
those to whom the travels are familiar, may it not
be said with truth , that much of the matter will
be new to them too ?—They constituted no part
of the materials from which the great work was
.constructed . Many of the facts stated in them
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are entirely different from those of his journal:
while others which are the same, are still pre¬
sented in different lights ; and in one large class of
thoughts originating in the prolific source of his
own susceptible and vivid feelings, which the va¬
rious objects and incidents of the journey could
not fail of calling out , the advantage is almost
peculiar to the letters : for, however natural it may
be that such topics should occur in a species of
composition, in which it is permitted , nay expect¬
ed, that a man should speak frequently of himself,
they could not appear with so much advantage in a
grave and didactic work, expressly and elaborately
written for the public eye . Remarkable specimens
of this kind of merit will be found in the letters
from Ida and Parnassus , and particularly in that
from Jerusalem , which will probably be considered
as one of the happiest effusions of his pen . It is
curious to contrast the exaltation of his mind
upon his arrival at the Holy Land, with that so¬
briety of spirit which characterizes his subsequent
description of it . The Bible was in his hand, and
the book of nature lay open before him, and from
these two sources , amid scenes the most sacred to
our recollections , and customs scarcely less durable
than the rocks and valleys amidst which they are
preserved , he has drawn the materials for a suc¬
cession of pictures , which, in point of faithfulness
and effect, may be compared with any that have
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been presented to us from that country since the
days of Holy Writ : while the pious and didactic
turn of the images and associations with which
they are filled up, give to the whole a calm and
impressive character , which is not less appropriate
than it is pleasing and instructive . It is impos¬
sible for a well-educated man to read this letter
without pleasure , or a pious one without edifica¬
tion and improvement . Upon the whole, it may
be observed , that the matter of these compositions
increases in interest , as he advances in his journey,
for a reason which has been already given : nor
can it escape the notice of any one that this in¬
terest takes a higher character , when the classical
scenes of Asia and Greece present themselves to
his view.
Having said thus much of the correspondence
generally , it will be proper to add a few words
respecting the letters addressed to his mother,
which will be found to possess a character of their
own. To account fully for this distinction , the
reader will be pleased to keep in mind, that
the parent to whom they were written was a
person of a most kind and affectionate heart , and
of a sound and useful understanding , but with
no pretensions to learning , and without any de¬
cided literary taste : and farther , that when her
son left England , she was labouring under a dis¬
order which had long excited the most lively
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apprehensions in the minds of her children ; and
otherwise placed in circumstances requiring every
consolation for his absence, which in truth she did
not long survive, and to which nothing could have
reconciled her, but the assurance of his welfare
and advantage . In this state of things , that he
should have been more occupied with her feel¬
ings, than with his own, whenever he sat down
to write to her, and that amid the various topics
which occurred to him, he should have selected
only those calculated to amuse her , or to be
agreeable to her taste , will be no matter of wonder
to his early friends, who know well, that to have
excited a cheerful train of thought in her mind, or
even a passing smile upon her countenance , would
at any time have been in his eyes a greater triumph
of his epistolary talents , than the most successful
exhibition of his own learning and ability in any
other quarter . Accordingly , these letters to
her will be found throughout easy , animated , and
playful, abounding in cheerful views of things , and
droll and peculiar turns of thought , but devoid of
all literary and scientific discussions , as being be¬
side his purpose , and abstaining from every painful
circumstance affecting his own health or happiness,
of which there occurred but too many, as being
certain to give her pain, and to add to her anxiety
about himself.
It remains now only to say a few words of the
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pupil , whom his good fortune had allotted to him,
from whose character and habits he unquestionably
derived the greatest facilities and advantages in
the whole conduct of the tour . There are few young
men of independent fortune , who would have been
diposed to undertake so difficult a journey , and
fewer still who would have been able and willing
to go through with it . But Mr. Cripps had all the
qualities requisite for the companion of such a man,
in the prosecution of such an object : a singular
attachment and devotion to Mr . Clarke, dispos¬
ing him at all times to acquiesce cordially in every
plan, which the better knowledge and experience
of that gentleman suggested —a sweetness of tem¬
per , which neither crosses nor privations could
ever ruffle—a liberal spirit ever ready to furnish
the means , whenever an opportunity of making an
important acquisition occurred , and an ardent
desire of information, which made him at all times
as anxious to press forward and to extend the
limits of their journey , as Mr. Clarke himself. To
these may be added a strong and hardy constitu¬
tion,* in all the vigour of youth , enabling hint to
* Of what importance this quality was to a companion of Mr.
Clarke in his travels at that period of his life, can be known only
to those who have been with him upon such occasions. There
was at times a feverish impatience about him, which would never
allow him to place his own rest or comfort in competition with
the more rapid attainment of any object he had in view, nor even
VOL . I .
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endure , without material inconvenience , those
hardships and labours , which Mr . Clarke struggled
through by means of his enthusiasm , at the ex¬
pense of great personal suffering and the perma¬
nent injury of his health.
It was at first thought advisable that the letters
should tell their own story , without any other aid
or explanation than that which maybe derived from
the map : but a more accurate examination of them
has discovered several chasms in the narrative , in
which a few words of explanation will be required.
Such, therefore, will be given when necessary : but
not to interrupt materially the thread of their
proceedings , which is so well unfolded by Mr.
Clarke himself, it may be proper for the reader to
anticipate that the party separated into two, near
Lake Wener in Sweden , after having dined toge¬
ther , within a circle of Runic stones between
Mounts Hunneberg and Halleberg . Whether Mr.
Clarke , having now ascertained the spirit and
to tolerate such a disposition in others. The friend who writes
this memoir, sometimes experienced this to his cost ; and Mr.
Clarke himself confesses, in one of his letters, that in their jour¬
ney from Lake Wener to Tornea, which including their stay at
Stockholm occupied about eighteen days, they were never in
bed more than four hours out of forty-eight. The consequence
of which was, that he was compelled to prosecute his journey to
the north of the arctic circle, under the effects of a severe disorder

brought on entirely by thL imprudent haste.
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powers of his pupil , already contemplated a more
extensive tour , and therefore had become indif¬
ferent to the order of the first, or whether the
scenes within the arctic had risen into more impor¬
tance in his eyes, he determined immediately to
proceed to Lapland before the summer should be
far advanced ; but as this step was quite incompa¬
tible with the limited views of the other travellers,
they adhered to the original arrangement , and pass¬
ing through Udevalla, entered Norway at Fredericshall.

To his Mother.
“ Hamburg

, May

28 , 1799.

“ My dear Mother .—We arrived here safe on the
25th , after the most expeditious passage, perhaps,
ever known . The captain assured us, that during
forty years , he had never reached Hamburg on
the third day . Read and determine ! We sailed
on Thursday at noon. On Friday , at midnight,
we passed Helgoland . On Saturday , at half-past
six in the morning, we entered the Elbe . At half¬
past ten we arrived at Cuxhaven . Finding a vessel
bound for Hamburg , the wind fair, at eleven we
started again ; and as the sun was setting , at eight
in the evening, after a most delightful voyage, we
landed in Hamburg . What think you now of our
2 g2
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flight ? At Cambridge , on the 20th ; at Hamburg,
on the 25th.
“We had few alarms in the passage . Rather a
a stout gale, as you may suppose by our progress ;
but not more than the sailors desired . Twice we
received signals to hoist our colours ; and once we
were boarded by the crew of an English hired
armed cutter . Otter suffered most in the voyage.
Malthus bore it better than any one. Cripps
made a good seaman, being always upon deck.
“ There are two things which the English ex¬
pect to receive from Hamburg , viz. news, and
hung-beef . The hung-beef I shall keep for our
own use among the mountains : the news you
are welcome to ; and I assure you it is very con¬
siderable . Turin is in the hands of the Allies.
Naples is taken , &c.
“ Hamburg is a place of much higher import¬
ance than I had imagined. Her merchants are
princes , and their coffers the emporium of the
riches of the world . I can buy all sorts of India
goods, cambric, Holland, &c. free from any duty .—
“We go next to Copenhagen , and from thence
along the western side of Sweden , into Norway, to
Christiania . We shall then proceed northward as
near to the pole as possible. I intend to pass
within thearctic , at all events ; that for once I may
see the sun revolve for twenty -four hours, without
setting ; and learn what sort of a Rump Parlia-
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ment they hold in Lapland . We then pass round
the north part of the gulf of Bothnia, and afterward
cross over to Stockholm and Upsal . Then we
visit Finland , and proceed to Petersburg ; after
which, having letters to Domingo Gonzalez, we
embark for the moon. Love to all ! God bless
you !”

To the

same.

Copenhagen

, June 7, 1799.

“You are not to be in the least alarmed , if you
do not hear regularly from me ; because our route
lies through countries , where the post is always
irregular , and often where there is no post what¬

ever.
" We are at this moment arrived here . I write
under great fatigue, and in that hurry which must
attend a traveller , with many other things to think
of, and on the top of a trunk . We had a pleasant
journey from Hamburg , where we spent a week.
A fierce republican , ala Jacobin , came and smoked
a pipe with me, to know how matters went on in
England . We are all well, and very happy . I
have not had above four hours sleep these seven
nights past ; but never was better in my life.”
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To the same.
Copenhagen

, June

I0th , 1799.

“We long to hear news from England , and to
know how you are all going on. I cannot hear
from you till I arrive at Stockholm ; which is a
sad grievance, as our tour to the north takes place
before we descend upon that city . Lord R . Fitz¬
gerald, the English ambassador , has been very
civil to us. Our party dined with him yesterday.
I sent my apology, and staid at home, to recover
the arrears in my journal , and to settle the account
of expenses ; which last is very complicate ; owing
to the confusion arising from money of so many
sorts and denominations.
“ Pray write word of all that happens . Every
little thing relating to England is interesting here.
Send all your letters to Stockholm. There has
been a report that Lord St . Vincent has beaten the
French fleet. I fear it cannot be true.
“ On Friday next , there will be a grand review
of ten thousand Danish troops , at which the King
and the Prince will appear . We wait to see that,
and then depart for Sweden . Copenhagen rises
like a Phoenix from her ashes. She has twice
been destroyed by fire. At this moment before
my eyes , are the ruins of the finest palace in the
world . It was burned down about three years
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ago. You may remember reading an account of
the catastrophe in the papers . Every thing was
destroyed . A collection of pictures , that cost
many years , and much treasure , to complete;
books, furniture , plate , and so on.
“ I suppose you have traced our route . We
came from Hamburgh to Lubeck , Kiel, Eckrenforde, Flensborg , Apenrade , Hadersleben , Assens
(in the Isle of Funen), Odensee , Nyeborg , Corsoer
(in Zealand), Slagelsb, Roeskilde , and Copenhagen.
Now I will give you our route from this place,
till we get to Stockholm . . From Copenhagen to
Elsineur , thence to Goth6borg and Christiania.
Then through Norway into Lapland , and descend
southward , to the north of the Gulf of Bothnia.
Then down the western coast of the Gulf, to
Stockholm . Then cross the Gulf to Finland , and
through Finland , to Petersburg .”

To the same.
“ Gotheborg

, in Sweden

, June

18 , 1799.

“ After a journey of one hundred and twenty
miles, without sleep, and almost without food, I
sit down to write to you . Out of the one hundred
and twenty , sixteen were performed on foot, and
the rest in waggons, over Swedish wilds. All this
you know is play to me ; only it may prevent my
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writing regularly . And I must beg of you never
to be surprised at not hearing from.,me. Two
months may elapse, and a letter not reach you . I
shall of course always write when I can.
“ Sweden is not so mountainous , nor with so
foreign an aspect as you would imagine ; so far as
we have yet explored it . The roads are better
than in England ; but we travel in waggons, sitting
on a bare plank, without springs , or any thing to
put our feet upon, over a wild and desolate coun¬
try : chiefly characterized by extensive heaths,
uncultivated commons, or barren rocks. We may
fairly say we are shaken to death ; but it is death
unto life; for I never was better in my days , nor
ever so completely enjoyed myself. The party
seem all of the same mind, and are resolved to
attack the pole. - The little d6sagr6mens we
meet with are the stimulants to new exertion;
they constitute the zest of enterprise , the salt of
intellectual food. Before the middle of July , I
hope to stand within the arctic circle.“To -morrow we leave this place to visit the
cataracts of Trolleetta, and the Wener Lake. To¬
day we dine with a Swedish family. We have
above fifty letters of recommendation to the north,
not including those of Otter and Malthus .”
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same.
, Sweden

, June 21 , 1799.

“Now you will have no difficulty to find me in
the map of Sweden . Open it this instant , and
behold me upon the great Lake of Wener, or Wener
See, in Westro Gothland . 1 am now dripping
from its waves ; having bathed in its crystal wa¬
ters . There ! you have the map open ! Well!
don’t you see me ? How do you do ? I perceive
you have your spectacles on. What a lake ! It
is one of the largest in the world . One hundred
miles in length, and fifty in breadth . Come, will
you take a boat with me ? I will row you across
to some of the islands . There , sit down at the
stern . Ay, that is right— take care you don’t wet
your petticoats.
“ This is a land of iron ; therefore, to be in cha¬
racter , I write to you with my old iron pen. We
are all very well, and very happy . I shall present
your compliments to the King of Sweden, and ask
him, if he will eat his beef pudding with you in
the autumn , and belong to our whist club, at Mrs.
Budd ’s.—I have prepared my speech upon the
occasion.
“ I have somewhat altered my route , and mean
to go straight from hence to Stockholm ; where I
shall be in four days : so, I shall get any letters
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from England , at least six weeks sooner. From
Stockholm we proceed to the north of the Gulf of
Bothnia into Lapland , and through Lapland into
the north of Norway , and then, steering south, we
return to Sweden again, before we set out for St.
Petersburgh .”
From Wenersborg Mr. Clarke and Mr. Cripps
proceeded rapidly by the direct route to Stock¬
holm, where they stayed only a few days to pro¬
cure money, and to purchase a light waggon for
their northern journey . Thence , they immediately
took their way through Upsal, and along the shore
of the Gulf of Bothnia to Tornea ; at which place
they arrived on the eighth of July . During this
interval Mr. Clarke wrote no letters.

To the

Rev . Robt. Tyrwhit, Jesus College, Cambridge.
“ Tornea

, Gulf

of Bothnia

, 66 deg . N . Lat.

July 9, 1799.

“ My dear Sir,—I have promised to write to
Satterthwaite , and many others ; but as, at this
time of the year , I know no person so likely to be
in College as yourself, you will, I hope, excuse my
troubling you with this . I will beg of you to shew
it to any friend, who may be interested in the
success of our enterprise.
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“I wished to write from Upsal ; but really every
moment is so precious , that I was not able. It is
now eleven at night , and the sun shines upon this
paper . We hope to see him all night above the
horizon, when we get farther to the north ; but I
fear we are too late . He sinks for about an hour
and a half below the horizon ; but we have no
other difference between noon and midnight , than
that the thermometer during the former is at 75,
and during the latter at 46. Our fatigue has lately
been excessive ; but we are in excellent health.
We have now traversed the whole of Sweden;
having completed a journey of near two thousand
miles to this place.
“ Otter

and

Mai

thus

left

us

at

the

Wener

Lake.

Our parting was very painful, but we shall soon
meet again. They found it necessary to give up
part of their journey , that they might not trespass
on their time, as limited at setting out . It ap¬
peared also, that they were somewhat daunted by
the account they received of an expedition so far
to the north . Malthus thought I should never be
able to effect a passage by land, from Lapland to
Norway . They went into the south of Norway.
We came to Stockholm, Upsal, and through the
towns on the western coast of the Gulf of Bothnia
to this place. Our expedition has succeeded be¬
yond our most sanguine expectations ; as you will
in some measure learn by the date . We travel in
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a little waggon . From the Wener Lake to Stock¬
holm, we passed in carts , without springs , in no
degree better than an English dung-cart . The joy
I feel in the prospect of visiting the countries
within the arctic is not to be expressed . It is my
intention to go from hence to Enontakis , in Tornea
Lapmark , and from thence to North Cape , to visit
the coast of the icy sea. If I find it impracticable
to pass to Drontheim , from thence , by water , I
shall return , and cross to Pitea Lapmark ; from
whence I can proceed into the north of Norway;
visiting various interesting scenes . If we do not
meet Otter and Malthus in the north of Norway,
we shall find them afterward at Stockholm . Had
they been lads of sufficient enterprise , I still think,
they might have undertaken a journey full as ex¬
tensive as ours, with very little addition of time or
expense . It is not certain , that I shall not be at
Drontheim , even now, before they arrive . I intend
to launch a balloon at the capital of Tornea Lapmark ; in order to attract the natives together . All
the materials are ready . The north of Sweden is
the finest country in Europe . Italy and Switzer¬
land may boast of higher mountains and bolder
scenes ; but the magnificence of its forests , the
beauty of its lakes and islands , and the honesty
and the hospitality of its inhabitants are unequalled.
“Would any Englishman expect to find here a
good supper , and a post-office? We have had our
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tea , and a game at romps with some Lapland lasses
I am preparing to have a dance with them . Their
faces are smeared with bear ’s grease ; and they
come as near to the human as any animal, except
the natives of Owhyhee.
“ Having conquered all the bug-bears , I am dis¬
posed to be more facetious than is consistent with
the dignity of a letter from the arctic , impregnated
with the electric rays of the Aurora Borealis, and
which , beyond all doubt , will shine in the dark.
But , to listen to the nonsense one hears —‘ What
get to Tornea.?’ exclaimed a multitude , ‘ you may
as well think of getting to the moon !’ Yet, here
we are, without a single accident ; and I may al¬
most add, without a single shower ; which has
proved very agreeable to passengers in a waggon.
I do not intend to turn back until I have scented
the polar air. I never was in better health . It is
true there is no part of my body I can call my
own, except (grace au ciel !) my right hand, and
left eye . My left arm is possessed by the Furia
Infernalis. Various venomous insects occupy my
body externally . Internally , a commotion owes
its origin to sour milk and rye bread . But all
these losses render me lighter , and more fit for
enterprise.
“Cripps makes an excellent traveller . He is
occupied in sending a case of minerals to Stock¬
holm. Mineralogy, botany , manners, politics,
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astronomy , antiquities , have all found a place in
his journal ; he seems to grasp at universal science;
and works with his hammer among the rocks, like
a galley-slave. He particularly desires to be re¬
membered to you. I promised to write to Aiderman Newling and to Mr. Outram , of St . John ’s,
the public orator . As I cannot possibly fulfil my
engagement , I shall be obliged to you to make
those gentlemen acquainted with any particulars
respecting our tour , which you may think proper.
If there is any article of literature or natural his¬
tory which you wish to receive from these coun¬
tries , I beg you will make me your porter . A let¬
ter directed , ‘tl la poste restante , Stockholm, ’ will
reach me any time before the autumn .”

To his Mother.
“ To rue

a , on the most

northern

point

of the

Gulf of Bothnia, 66 degrees of North
Latitude. July 9, 1799.
“ Would

you

believe

it ? In this

place

to get

pen, ink, and paper , and to find a post -office?
‘ What , get to Tornea ?’ every one said ; yet here
I am, and what is more, have not done yet , for I
will not turn back , until I smell the Polar air.
How happy I am ! Can I believe it ?—am I dream-
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ing ? pinch my nose ! To tread within the arctic!
—only fancy ! And to get here without a single
accident —not even a soaking.
“ Long letters you cannot expect from travel¬
lers , who have slept only four hours in forty -eight
for the last fortnight . Would you like a slice of
an arctic ham ? Tt was taken from the thigh of a
fat bear . I do assure you, it beats the Surrey hams,
out and out . None of your sneers at the Lap¬
landers ! They come as near the human as any
animal, except Dame Osborne, and the folks at
the alms-house.
“ We have seen Stockholm and Upsal , and
came along the western coast of the Gulf of
Bothnia to this dear place ." And what would you
have ? Look at our supper —a bare -footed Lap¬
lander is placing it on the table . A tureen of
chocolate milk, some very nice rusks , pickled
salmon, and pancakes ! If a votary of enterprise
cannot feast there , let him starve !
“We enter Norway next . You must never be
alarmed at not hearing from me. It is quite un¬
certain when you will get another letter , but cer¬
tainly not before I reach Drontheim ; which will
be in the middle, or towards the end of August,
then you must allow time for it to get to England .”
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To Mr . R . Malthas.
“Tornf

.a , July 9 , 1799.

“We should have been here on the 7th , if we
had not waited a day for Baron Hermelin , and a
day with Dr . Ncezen, at Umea. From the moment
we parted with you, we may date the beautiful
scenes of Sweden . But from Upsal to this place,
nothing in Europe can surpass it . You may
imagine what my surprise has been , who expected
to pass an insipid, barren , flat, maritime territory.
Peter is still with us. We have procured our
Lapland interpreter , and are setting off for the
pole. I do not intend to turn back till I have
dipped in the icy sea. I find we can penetrate
into Finmark , through Lapland , and to the North
Cape, through Finmark.
“We should have been at Drontheim long be¬
fore you , if we had not extended our tour . There
are as many passages into Norway , as rivers flow¬
ing from it . We might pass, 1st, from Hernosand
to Roraas , by Gustavsberg ; 2d, from Pitea to
Nasa Fjal ; 3d, from Lul£a to Quicjock ; and 4th,
from Tornea to Tornea Trask . This last we shall
make ; but shall not go from the icy sea to Tronheim ; but return by Nasa Fjal, through the lakes
and mountains of Pitea Lapmark . Afterwards we
go from Sheleftea to Hernosand , and then by Gus-
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tavsberg to Tronheim, in order to visit the mines
and interesting scenes in that passage.
“ My balloon is ready , and will be launched in
the capital of Lapland . The priests are to give
notice in the churches , that all may come to see
the Englishman , and his wonder of wonders !!!
“ We have many rare plants ; but never since,
have once seen that beautiful plant I gave Otter
at Hunneberg . Pray let him take care of it, and
it shall be painted.
Dianthus Superbus,
Rubus Arcticus,
Rubus Chamsemorus,
Epilobium Montanum,
Linnaea Borealis,
ComArum Palustre;
“ These are fine plants ; but we have fifty more,
and in Lapland , they say, are the rarest plants in
the world .”

From Tornea they proceeded northward , prin¬
cipally by water , up the Tornea and Muonio rivers,
with an intention of penetrating to the North
Cape . During the greater part of this journey,
however, Mr. Clarke was exceedingly ill, and ge¬
nerally compelled to lie at the bottom of the boat,
exposed to great changes of temperature , and suf¬
fering dreadfully from the mosquitoes . Of ttiis
vol. i .
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illness, which, combined with the lateness of the
season, was the cause of their turning southward
from Enontakis , he says nothing to his mother,
for the reason already stated . He appears to have
owed his cure principally to the fruit of the Rubus
Arcticus and the Rubus Chamaemorus.

To his Mother.
“ Enontakis

, in Lapland

, on the frontiers

of

Finmark, 68° 30' 30", North Lat. In the
most northern province of the Swedish
Dominions. July 29, 1799.

“ We have found the cottage of a priest , in this
remote corner of the world, and have been snug
with him, a few days . Yesterday I launched a
balloon, eighteen feet in height , which I had made
to attract the natives . You may guess their
astonishment , when they saw it rise from the earth.
“ Is it not famous to be here, within the frigid
zone ? More than two degrees within the arctic;
and nearer to the pole, than the most northern
shores of Iceland ? For a long time darkness has
been a stranger to us. The sun, as yet , passes
not below the horizon ; but he dips his crimson
visage behind a mountain to the north . This
mountain we ascended , and had the satisfaction to
see him make his curtsey , without setting . At
midnight , the priest of this place lights his pipe,
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during three weeks in the year, by means of a
burning glass, from the sun’s rays.
“We have been driving rein-deer in sledges.
Our intention is to penetrate , if possible, into
Finmark , as far as the source of the Alten, which
falls into the icy sea. We are now at the source
of the Muonio, in Torne &Lapmark . I doubt whe-r
ther any map you can procure will shew you the
spot . Perhaps you may find the name of the place,
Enontakis . Well, what idea have you of it ? Is
it not a fine town ?—sashed windows, and streets
paved and lighted—French theatres —shops—and
public buildings ? I’ll draw up the curtain —now
see what it is ! A single hut , constructed of the
trunks of fir-trees , rudely hewn, with the bark
half on, and placed horizontally, one above an¬
other ; here and there a hole to admit light . And
this inhabited by an old priest , and his young wife,
and his wife’s mother , and a dozen children , and
half a dozen dogs, and four pigs, and John , and
Cripps , and the two interpreters , and Lazarus,
covered with sores, bit by mosquitoes, and as
black as a negro . We sleep on rein-deer skins,
which are the only beds we have had since Tornea.
“We have collected minerals, plants, drawings,
and, Avhat is of more importance , manuscript maps
of countries unknown , not only to the inhabitants
of Sweden, but to all the geographers of Europe.
The best maps afford no accurate idea of Lapland .
2 h 2
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The geography of the north of Europe , and parti*
cularly of the countries lying to the north of the
Gulf of Bothnia , is entirely undetermined . I am
now, employed in tracing the topography of the
source of the Muonio. We are enabled to confirm
the observations of Maupertuis , and the French
missionaries respecting the elevation of the pole,
and the arctic circle. I shall bring a piece of it
home to you, which stuck in my boot , as I stepped
into the frigid zone. It will serve as excellent
leaven, and be of great use in brewing , a pound of
it being sufficient to ferment all the beer in the
cellar ; merely by being placed in my cabinet.
“The wolves have made such dreadful havoc
here , that the rich Laplanders are flying to Norway.
One of them, out of a thousand rein -deer which
he possessed a few years ago, has only forty re_
maining . Our progress from Tornea has been
entirely in canoes, or on foot, three hundred and
thirty miles. There are no less than one hundred
and seven cataracts between this place and Tornea.
We live on rein-deer flesh, and the arctic straw¬
berry : which is the only vegetable that has com¬
forted our parched lips and palates , for some time.
It grows in such abundance , near all the rivers,
that John gathers a pailfull whenever we want
them . I am making all possible exertion to pre¬
serve some for you. Wheat is almost unknown
here . The food of the natives is raw fish, ditto
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rein-deer, and sour milk called pijma . Eggs, that
great resource of travellers , we have not . Poultry
are never seen. Had I but an English cabbage, I
should feast like an alderman .”
“Tornea

, August

14th , 1799.

“ You may imagine the comfort and satisfaction
we feel, upon our arrival once more in Tornea,
We descended the Aunis and Kiemi rivers , through
Kiemi Lapmark , and are rejoiced to get a morsel
of sweet bread , and to converse again with
human
beings . We go now into the north of Norway.
Write to Christiania .”-

After leaving Tornea the second time, the tra¬
vellers made the circuit of the upper part of the ‘
Gulf of Bothnia , and then descended on the east¬
ern side of it, through Ulea to Wasa ; from which
place they passed the Gulf, in a vessel to Umea,
on the western side. Thence they went to
Sundsvald, and then took their way directly west , across
the mountains of Malmagen, a part of the chain
which separates Sweden from Norway , descend¬
ing into the latter country near the celebrated
copper mines of Roraas.
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, North of Sweden,

Sundsvald

Sept . 10,1799.

We set out for Norway to-morrow . I
“hope you received my last from the regions of
thick -ribbed ice. I shall be home in November,
or the first week in December , at farthest . How
painful is it not to know whether you are well or ill,
and what is doing at Uckfield. All my thoughts
centre there . Could I but see, once more, your
hand -writing ! My dear sister , too, how does she
do ? And George, is he with you ?—tell me all.
We came across the Gulf of Bothnia, from
“Wasa to Umea. The sun has burned my hands
and face, until they resemble this ink . I am be¬
come a Laplander in visage, dress , and manners.
It would frighten a powdered English beau, to see
such figures as we are. Only fancy, being com¬
pelled to tar our faces, necks , hands , &c. in Lapland, to save us from mosquitoes!
‘‘We know no more of England than if we were
Now for the mountains .”
in New Holland .-

To

the Rev. William Otter, Jesus College, Cambridge.
Tronheim
.“ What

I

have

suffered

, September
since

I

23 , 1799.
saw

you

I

will not fill my letter with ; it will be enough to
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say,I have never had two days of health since I
set out for Lapland . I had the melancholy task of
telling Cripps how to commit my poor carcass to
a grave, and to get home. Once I lost my senses ;
and , hut a few days ago, having crossed the IN orwegian Alps with great fatigue, I fancied I had a
hole in my throat , and fainted with the chimeras
of my own disordered imagination . Now, thank
God ! I am better , as you see, for I can write.
All my illness arose from fatigue, and neglect of
sleep, and perhaps from the effect of climate on a
constitution unarmed to encounter a frigid zone.
“We are to suppose you intended that we should
experience a very serious disappointment , when
you neglected to leave the promised letter from
you in the post -office. If you had known with
what anxious impatience we should search for your
hand -writing , in every post book, you could not
have done this . We have ransacked half the
houses in the town , in hopes you had at least left
us a line ; but in vain. Why did you not give us
a little information about the people here, and a
few hints necessary to be observed in travelling?
We find you missed Bergen, yet we know not why.
This is remarkable , as you were so many days idle
here . Poor Cripps was ready to weep, when the
long-expected letter was not found.
“We penetrated as far as the frontiers of Finmark, traversing the provinces of Tornea , and
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Kemi Lapmark ; visited the sources of the Muonio
and the Aunis, surrounded the whole of the Gulf of
Bothnia ; crossed the Alps to Roraas , and came here
last night . We are delighted with this place—live
in the same room you did, and ask questions of you
all the day . What libraries they have here ! And
even the arts flourish. I have bought beautiful
pictures already . We are to attend the meeting
of the Literary Society , and the Clubs—all Jaco¬
bins ! I suppose the vast increase of population
here interested Malthus ; and even you would be
an antiquarian here, in seeing the spot once te¬
nanted by Norwegian kings. I assure you, I never
saw such scenery in Europe , as between Hoff and
Holtaalen , on the Roraas road . It is neither
Alpine, nor Apennine , but Norwegian ; combining
the wildness and sublimity of Switzerland , with
the groves of Sweden , and the vales of Italy . Of
course you collected the rare minerals which are
produced by the mine near Hoff ; particularly that
singular fossil, the indeterminate crystallization
of quartz . Would you not smile to see me in the
character of a botanist ? I botanize from morning
till night—‘ O quam mutatus !’ It is so vastly
absurd , you know, to be poking for weeds in a
ditch . Were I any longer in doubt , Sweden would
make any man a botanist . I have collected all
the plants engraved in the Flora Lapponica, and
many others . I have bought here the Flora Nor^
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wegica. It is a good work ; but describing the
Rubus Charaaemorus (to which I owe my life), he
says the English call it Cloud -berries . Did you
ever see it in Britain ? Perhaps the bogs of ScoG
land produce it.
“ Some plants are still in bloom here. The Ra¬
nunculus will be the last ; as the Tussilago Farfara
was the first. I collected the Ranunculus Glacialis
yesterday . Amongother affectations, I am ready to
dispute with Linnaeus, that the Lichen Coralloides,
and the Lichen Deformis, are the same. That the
cause of barrenness in the Rubus Arcticus, when
transplanted , originates in accidental selection.
The specimens carried to the south of Europe,
were not Hermaphrodites ; but a singular monster
common to that genus, which is male alone. How
little do botanists know of plants , when they
judge of them from local character ! Here is the
author of the Flora Norwegica describing the
Pedicularis Sceptrum Carolinum ; and he says,
‘ Saepissime caulis est nudus , foliis tantum radicalibus instructus , haud raro autem prseterea etiam
folia verticillata habet circa medium posita .’ The
fact is, the variety, if it may be so termed , of the
Pedicularis Scept . Car . as found here, has little
resemblance to the plant in its natural state . It is
a poor, stunted , dwarfish, deformed emigrant,
exiled from Lapland ; and not possessing more
than a family likeness of its parent . The Scept.
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Car . in Lapland is never seen with a naked stem.
It grows almost to the height of a man ; the most
magnificent of all the arctic flowers, ornamented
with foliage in beautiful gradation , diminishing,
and proportionate from its root to its blossom. In
Norway , it only shews a miserable head, without
the body.
“ Have

you

seen

the

dissertation

by Rudbeck

on this plant ? The best engraving of it , is in the
Flora Lapponica ; but the seed vessel is incorrect.
The Flora Danica is generally above all, but fails
in this.
“ I have treasures inestimable —minerals, antiqui¬
ties , plants , birds, fish, maps , books, insects , draw¬
ings, and so on. Of plants I have, I believe, a thou¬
sand specimens, many of course are duplicates;
and I hope some of them will supply you, where you
have failed. I hope to give some also to Newton,
and to Brooke. In all my illness I never deserted
my journal , though it grew thin to keep me in
countenance.
**The Gentiana Nivalis, Pedicularis Lapponica,
Andromeda Hypnoides , Saxifraga Azoides, Comarum Palustre , Salix Amygdalina , LychnisAlpina,
Pedicularis Scept . Car., Dianthus Superbus —of
these, and many others, I have seed. Will they
grow in England 1The Rubus Arcticus I have
preserved in spirits , with its leaves and fruit . Of
its flowers I have many specimens in my books.
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I have also the plants peculiar to Sweden ; the
Betula Nana (though found, by the bye , here),
Crataegus Aria, and others mentioned by Linnaeus.
Respecting that illustrious man, I have many
curious things to speak , and to exhibit . If it had
not been for illness, we should have reached North
Cape . We beheld, however, Finmark from the
mountains , standing on the spot which Linnaeus
calls the last angle of the world, beyond which
there is hardly a trace of animal or vegetable life.
“The Laplanders constitute an interesting por¬
tion of our acquaintance . When I sit with you
again, I will shew you their march from Persia
to the pole ; you shall hear how they have pre¬
served to this hour the customs and the language
of the first patriarchs . Why did you not visit
them from Roraas ? It is only one day’s ride from
that place to the mountains of Malmagen, on which
we found a settlement of Laps, with above a thou¬
sand rein -deer . One of which we purchased , and
brought with us. His horns and hide, I preserve
for the public library . His flesh, at this moment,
smokes on the table ; and Cripps is clamorous, lest
it should cool, before I join with him, in conveying
it ‘ad inferos.’
“You perhaps recollect what ideas I had formed
of a journey along the Gulf of Bothnia . It has
nothing of the maritime character . The Gulf is
never seen but as inlets, forming the most beautiful
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lakes, covered with islands,and ornamented with the
tallest and most luxuriant groves. Angermanland,
of all the Swedish provinces , is the most interesting.
It is the Switzerland of the north . Ostero Both¬
nia is the moist fertile. But , estimating Norway
from the specimen we have hitherto perceived , it
promises to surpass all the north of Europe in
grandeur of scenery . Solander lived at Pitea , in
Westro Bothnia , and in that neighbourhood I
procured the Flora Suecica of Linnaeus, with
his manuscript annotations . Literature is at the
lowest ebb in Sweden ; I had the utmost diffi¬
culty to get a copy of that work . They are
ignorant of the only famous author their country
ever produced . But the people are better than
the Norwegians —more industrious , yet in greater
poverty , more virtuous and more hospitable . Did
you meet Acerbi in Stockholm ? We sent letters
by him from Uleaborg.
“ Tell Malthus we have regularly estimated the
thermometer . We have obtained the height of it
here since the year 1762. Mr. Hornman also
brings me a curious account of the increase and
present state of population ; which may be useful
to him. I have procured Professor Leem’s account
of Lapland and Finmark , in Latin . His widow
still lives here.”

K D WA RD
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his Mother.
in

Norway

, October

12 , 1799.

“ As I know I shall not have a moment to my¬
self in Christiania , where we hope to arrive to¬
morrow, I avail myself of an opportunity to
scribble from a little post -house, on the shore of
the Hudals lake.
“I have the satisfaction to inform you, that after
three passages of the Norwegian Alps, we are both
safe and well ; with eager and anxious expecta¬
tion, making all speed to Christiania , to get letters
from dear friends, in dear England . I have not seen
even your hand-writing since we left Stockholm;
except in reading over and over the letter you sent
me there , till I have it by heart . I shall keep this
open, till I have read yours in Christiania . You
may guess what my feelings are, till I know you
are all well. Every moment is an age.
“ You will hardly credit , that at this season of
the year , in this part of Norway , we are still col¬
lecting plants in bloom. The harvest is not yet
got in. How little do we know of this country in
England ! Travellers describe it as a region of
snow ; and even the illustrious Linnasus says, that
before the end of August , winter returns , without
autumn , in this latitude . We have traversed the
whole of Norway , from Tronheim , or Drontheim,
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as it is erroneously often called in maps, to the
south . Do not be vain of your English refinement!
Yesterday I left a party of beautiful young ladies,
working tambour , at the foot of the Douvre Alps.
“ This is the land for mountains . Ossa and
Pelion — Gog and Magog ! Switzerland must yield
the palm to Norway , in beauty and grandeur of
scenery . The mountains here may not have equal
elevation above the level of the sea ; but nothing
in Europe can be more sublime. Tronheim is as
fine a town as Bath ; and its inhabitants not less
polite , though much more hospitable.
“ We have only to go now to Stockholm and
Petersburg , and then, huzza, for old England , once
again ! I must leave a little room, in case any
letter at Christiania requires an answer .”

Christiania

, October

15.

What treasures I have found here ! No less
than four letters from Uckfield ; three from you,
and one from Anne. I received them with fear
and trembling , and shook so much, I could hardly
hold them , till I saw your hand -writing . Oh,
blessed news ; and all well ! I tore open the
seals, and your last date , which is August 29, tells
me George is safe at home, and all well ! So—I
am at ease ! thank God ! thank God .—Do not
let any body direct the letters but you ; because
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that alarms me dreadfully . Never mind what you
write , your hand-writing is all I want to see, though
your letters continue, as they always were, inte¬
resting and precious. Your lace, table -cloths , &c.
you may depend upon having ; and I wish to buy
for you a black silk cloak, lined with such fur, as
you once had, on a white satin , that you may not
perish in your long penance at church . It shall,
be handsome, and yet sober and decent ; such as
you like.”

To the

Rev. Wm. Otter, Jesus College, Cambridge.
Christiania

“ -We

were

surprised

, October , 24 , 1799.
to

learn

that

you

halted a day or two at Elstad , instead of selecting
a spot among the sublime scenery you afterward
visited in the neighbourhood of Douvre fiel. But
let me congratulate you upon the tour you sb for¬
tunately selected. Surely nothing can equal Nor¬
way ! I have never seen such sublime scenery any
where in Europe . Sweden is far inferior . Angermanland resembles it in its features , but is never
so grand . If our journey were to be repeated , I
would go first through Norway to Tronheim, and
thence to Nord Cap, and afterwards to Tornea and
Stockholm.
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“ What a fine opportunity you had to collect
plants on the Douvre Alps. In all our travels I
have never seen such a profusion of rarities as
flourish there . We were too late for flowers, but
collected seed ; particularly some beautiful species
of Saxifraga . The Gentiana Campestris is still in
bloom ; also many varieties of Ranunculus.
“ I have

the skins

of the Norwegian

lynx , white

fox, mountain squirrel , snow riper , cock of the
wood, &c. Richard tells us, you saw some Laps
near Roraas . We weary him with inquiries after
you .”
“ Oh that we could meet you once again ! Both
the Ankers aer princes ; and act as such to us, but
above all Columella Anker, whom you did not
see.”

To the

same.

“ Stockholm

, December

8 , 1799.

Oh, what a journey ! It interests me too
“much .—I am in a fever from morning till night.
Could any one expect to find such a field of anti¬
quity in Lapland ? A view of mankind in their
origin opens before me, so extensive , and so glori¬
ous, that human vision cannot bear it . It compre¬
hends all the descendants of Japheth , spreading
their colonies and language over the north -western
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world . In the Swedish , I behold the origin of my
native language, somewhat corrupted in Norway,
and almost obliterated in England . I can speak
it feebly ; but the little I have acquired will be soon
forgotten . What intellectual darkness covers us all.
I seek after wisdom, and the result of my inquiry
is only a conviction of my own gross ignorance.
Every day I perceive I know less and less, and
should give it up in despair , were it not for the
reflection , that I am more contented , more happy,
more acquiescent , than when I thought I was
wiser . What is to become of us ! Are we ever
to know any thing of the earth on which we live,
and of primitive causes ? Two-thirds of the race
of men vegetate , and lift not up their eyes to the
light—the inquisitive few labour in vain.
‘ But much they gvope for truth, and never hit,
Yet deem they darkness light, and their vain blunders wit.’

“We have been in almost every province of the
Swedish dominions. Our journey in Norway was
very pleasing. The king has resigned the chan¬
cellorship of Upsal in anger . It is expected his
reign will be very short . There are insurrections
at Gotheborg and Gefle. A scarcity of corn pre¬
vails, and the value of paper money is so low, that
corn cannot be imported , but at a price which
places it beyond purchase . I perceive you did
not get half my letters . We have preserved the
VOL . I.
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Rubus Arcticus in spirits , in sugar, in books, in
seed, in roots ; in short , in every way , which may
ensure it a growth in England . Tell Don at the
Botanic garden , I have plenty of seed from the
gardener at Upsal for him . We attended Thunberg ’s lectures there in botany ; also those of
Afzelius in chemistry . I shall bring home a chest
full of books ; ditto of drawings , maps, costumes,
&c. ; ditto of Lapland productions ; ditto of mine¬
rals ; ditto of antiquities ; ditto of slang. Tell
Hailstone I have trap enough for him, and that
Estmarck of Kongsberg will give him a complete
collection , if he will sail across from Lynn to
Christiania (which is only seven days ) to see
him.“ They have translated Alonzo' and Imogine
into Swedish , preserving the metre.
“ In many parts the strong analogy of the lan¬
guage to the English is striking , as dodskalle , or,
as it is pronounced , dead skull, for a skeleton ’s
head . And take one of the lines, it is curious—
Lat Hjelmen fran hufoudet falla—

“And now according to the pronunciation—
Let Helmen fron off ud het falla—

“ And now in literal English—
Let helmet from off his head fall.

“ We set off in three days for Petersburg . You
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have bereaved us in taking the two volumes of the
Voyage de deux Franfais ; but if you have left it at
Petersburg , it will do. We cannot buy it here.
“ The little waggon we bought for fifty dollars
lasted us till Tronheim , and we there sold it well.
I wish I could say the same of the phaeton we
brought there . We have now purchased a magni¬
ficent affair for eighty pounds , made at Vienna ; a
close carriage , full of drawers , mysteries , and
conundrums , lined with blue morocco. It is a
monstrous porcupine ; and if I did not hope to go
in sledges, in Finland , I should fear the whole
would fall to pieces . Apropos , we have had no
appearance of winter yet , and walk about without
great coats . The thermometer is not at the freez¬
ing point . The climate is dry and fine. We had
never any rain ; from June till the beginning of
November, not a single drop . Tell the Jesuits , it
is a shame they have never written ; if they will
send a line by return of post to Petersburg , it will
be worth a treasure to me, and cost them little
trouble,”

To his Mother.
“ Stockholm

, Dec . 10 , 1799.

“ As Cripps ’ friends have written to desire he
will visit Petersburg , before his return , we are no
2 i 2
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longer under any apprehension as to their being
impatient of our delay . He would go to the moun¬
tains of the moon, if 1 would consent to accompany
him. I never had a more active, useful, or plea¬
sant companion in travels . He is always endea¬
vouring to make me happy , and therefore I ought
not to omit making him this acknowledgment.
“You may be sure I want no spur to make me
extend a plan of enterprise ; but as Geoi'ge is re¬
turned , and many other things call me home, I
really wish to be in England . Cripps is very
urgent in pressing me to accompany him to
Moscow, and to Vienna, and as I foresee all this
will keep me out much beyond the time limited
for my return , I lose not an instant in making it
known to you.
“ If I go with him to Moscow and Vienna, it
will occasion a delay of two months at least . This
being the case, I cannot be in England before May;
but I positively will not be absent after the end of
April, if I can possibly get home. I think you will
agree with me, that I ought not to lose the oppor¬
tunity of visiting Moscow and Vienna, which may
never occur again. Cripps , moreover, has put
himself to the expense of a handsome carriage,
and done every thing which he thinks may con¬
duce to my comfort and convenience . There is
another reason for my staying out , which is the
unpleasant and dreary journey through Prussia,
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in the depth of winter , where the roads are almost
always impassable without accidents . We have
here the most delightful weather imaginable.”

Mr. Clarke finally left Stockholm for Petersburg,
on the 14th of December , 1799, having previously
spent some time at the University of Upsal, and
examined with great attention the whole of the
mining district of Dalecarlia, of which he has given
a very full account in his travels . Grislehamn,
where the next letter is dated , is a small port of
Sweden , upon the Gulf of Bothnia , at which tra¬
vellers usually embark for the Aland passage to
Abo, the capital of Finland : this passage, which
is generally very interesting and beautiful, being
for the most part thickly studded with islands of
red granite , clothed with dark pines , exhibiting to
the traveller , as he sails along, a variety of pic¬
turesque groups, and forming occasionally the
most curious and intricate straits , presented no¬
thing but dangers and difficulties to Mr. Clarke,
who was more than a month in completing it . By
Mr. Malthus and the author of this memoir, who
made the passage in fine weather , it was effected
in less than two days , and to them it only appeared
too short . In the first part , betwixt the coast of
Sweden and Aland, the sea is open, as the map
will shew.
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To the Rev . Mr . Satterthwaite, Jesus College,
Cambridge.
“ Grisleiiamn

, on the Bothnian

Gulf,

Dec . 15,1799.

“ The circumstances of our long journey
have doubtless been detailed by others to whom
we have written . Denmark, Sweden , Lapland,
part of Finland , and Norway , we have completely
traversed . But Sweden has occupied most of our
time . We have passed through every province in
the empire , except a small territory south of
Stockholm, bordering on the Baltic . You will
find I have not been idle. My drawings, most of
which are from my own sketches taken on the spot,
were considered as an object of public curiosity
even in Stockholm and Christiania ; where the
manners and customs of the Laplanders are more
known than in Jesus Combination Room, though
much less understood . This may seem a paradox
to you ; but I assure you no people are more
ignorant of the ancient history and geography of
their own country than the Swedes . If, when
things are at the worst, any change will be for the
better , Sweden will speedily improve. Its finances
are annihilated ; manufactures stagnate ; public
credit is at an end ; literature expires ; the poor
are oppressed ; murmurs rise in the provinces;
insurrections are begun in Gotheborg and Gefle;
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and the merchants are becoming bankrupts . The
winter is but just opened, and already there is a
scarcity of corn. The paper money is worth no¬
thing ; therefore, corn cannot be imported , but at
such prices as to be beyond the reach of the poor.
“We are now going through the south of Fin¬
land, or Finland Proper , to Petersburg .*I mention
this, to distinguish it from the former part of our
travels in Finland ; which comprehended Ostero
Bothnia and Wasa, before we crossed the Gulf, in
our way to Halsingeland, Herjeadalen , and Nor¬
way . I wish I could give you an idea of our
figures, as they would not fail to amuse you . On
our feet we have thick yarn stockings ; over those,
stout leather boots ; over those, sheep skin boots,
with the wool on the inside ; over those, rein¬
deer hides, with the hair on the outside . Our
heads, and bodies, and hands, are wrapped in flan¬
nels and furs ; and with all these in a close carriage,
we cannot prevent the escape of caloric. The cold
is excessive. Thermometer twenty degrees of
Fahrenheit below freezing, at noon day . The
strongest Madeira wine becomes solid in our car¬
riage ; and our bread and meat present no other
consistence and flavour between the teeth than
that of a snow ball.
(Here he gives a sketch of his person and dress.)
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“ Such am I, O quam mutatus, at this moment.
Did you ever see a biped better equipped for the
other world ? Pray for me, if you have the least
spark of humanity . Tell Caldwell, I may perhaps
look like a well-fed animal, but , gramercy ! ’tis all
error . Bowels empty and groaning—tympanum
relaxed and flabby—mouth ready to water at a
rotten egg—what will become of us !—we have not
had a good dinner since we left Cambridge . Do
send us a box of prog to Petersburg , or, at least,
such an account of your feasting, that we may live
and grow fat in the perusal of it . It is very un¬
certain what route we shall take from Petersburg;
but I believe to Moscow and Vienna. My health
is improving, and if Cripps ’ visions were to be
realized, we should see round the globe. Some¬
times he is raving to explore the wilds of Siberia;
at others , he would lead me to Astrachan , and
bathe in the Caspian sea.
“ It is now getting dark ; I will finish this letter
at Abo.
“ When I professed my intention to finish this
letter at Abo, I was not aware of my own pre¬
sumption . There was so much delay in our getting
a vessel, that it ended with our being detained
five days at Grislehamn, by a tempest . On one of
these , we were near lost in attempting to leave
the place. On the morning of the sixth day, be-
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fore it was light , the sailors, who belonged to
Aland, and were impatient to return , called us,
saying that we must go on board with all possible
expedition , as the weather was more mild, and the
wind somewhat favourable. After what we had
experienced before, it was folly to venture again,
without a certainty of tranquil seas ; but it was
the height of insanity itself, to suffer them to take
our heavy carriage in the same boat. Thinking
it imprudent to dictate to mariners , I let them
have their own way . Now, their boats are not
accustomed to take large carriages ; neither are
they fit for it . You might as well put to sea in a
saucer , and if the saucer is half filled with snow,
and very shallow, you will have some idea of the
Finland passage boats . The shore is so formed,
you can have no knowledge of the weather , until
you get clear of the land. The sky looked horribly
red in the east, and as black in the west , in which
quarter the wind was.
“ The wind gathered additional force each in¬
stant as we left the land ; but the wind was
nothing compared with our arch enemy the sea,
which having been agitated many days , to the
astonishment of the sailors, presented mountains
of boiling water . I had once the misfortune to sail
in a storm, off the island of St . Kilda, in the Atlantic
ocean ; but I never saw such a spectacle as this . I
observed the consternation of our boatmen , and
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you may be sure I felt it . Cripps was in the car¬
riage ; it was no longer possible to conceal our
situation . All subordination was lost ; and that
fearful confusion in which men lose all presence
of mind had taken place . I begged they would
put back ; but was told that to alter the course of
the boat , would ensure her going down . So rapid
was the change, that within ten minutes from the
beginning of our alarm, all hope was gone. I pre¬
vailed on them to take Cripps from the carriage,
that he might be lashed to an oar . He was taken
out ; but not a hand could be spared to do more.
At some distance from our stern , appeared a boat
in equal distress ; but so far to the windward , that
there was no hope of her venturing down to save
us, if the boat went over ; and we have since
learned , she had enough to do to bale out the
water , which filled every moment on her lee-side.
Our boat took in water on both sides, and laboured
dreadfully . They began now to reproach us, on
account of the carriage . ‘ For God’s sake heave
it overboard !’ we all exclaimed ; but they assured
us, the mere attempt to move it would overset us.
Every thing got worse and worse . We had at
the helm an experienced seaman, who had taken
the management of the vessel from the moment
our danger appeared . He advised them to let go
the foresail, but would not suffer the main-sail to
be touched , as we had already fallen too much to
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leeward , and if we did not keep up to the wind,
we should be driven into the Baltic , and inevitably
perish . The noise and yelling of the sailors, is
still in my ears—crying out, whenever the moun¬
tain waves approached . Upon such occasions,
they let the vessel fall off with the wave, and she
was carried into a gulf of foam ; which broke over
us, covering all our bodies, and sometimes forced
us to quit our hold. At last, every hope seemed
to vanish. In despair we clung together upon
some sacks, near the stern , and during the short
intervals , when the sea left us, had recourse to
fervent prayer . It pleased Providence that we
should at last escape . What our feelings are, you
will better imagine than I can express . I assure
you, my blood is chilled with horror , as I now
write to you. How we were preserved , I know
not . All I recollect of our first glimpse of hope is,
that after a considerable time, the island on which
the telegraph is stationed , appeared to leeward , at
a great distance , under the boom of the main-sail;
but the sea still was in its greatest commotion.
Soon after the men began to shout, and we had an
island to windward , which afforded us more tran¬
quil water . We then sailed close to land , but it
was impossible to reach it owing to the surf.
“ Having

cleared

these

islands

,

matters

went

better , and soon after mid-day we arrived at
Ekero .”
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Captain George Clarke.

“ By way of a date , One day shorter

than any other.

no means so easy as you may imagine,
to give you an idea of my situation at this moment.
Few maps will tell you , where the island of Vardo
lies, and those few are not within your attainment.
It is a portion of that range, or cluster of insular
territory , which goes by the name of Aland, in the
Swedish charts , and chokes up the entrance of the
Gulf of Bothnia . I am now endeavouring to effect
a passage to Abo, in Finland ; and from thence to
Petersburg . Sometimes we are drawn across the
ice on sledges ; at others , it is a labour fit for
Hercules to cut a channel through it, sufficient to
admit a boat, and in the widest parts we sail.
“ The narrowest squeak I ever had for my life
took place in passing from Grislehamn to Ekero,
with a large and heavy carriage in a boat very
like Master Muddle’s hat . When the water is in a
passion in these seas, it is more like the boiling of
of a kettle , than the gentleman -like roll of the
Atlantic .“ It has been impossible to get home so soon as
I intended . And as we cannot reach Cambridge
before the Term divides in February , it is of little
use to break our necks in the hopes of getting
there a few days after ; so we have extended the
“ It is

by
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plan of our tour ; in consequence of which I shall
not , I fear, see England before the latter end of
the spring ; but I will do my best , as I long to
shew you how to brew the real Powder Plot;
fourteen bushels to the hogshead .“We are now in a little wooden hovel, about
ten yards and a half square , waiting anxiously for
morning, that we may cross the rest of these
islands . When you receive this letter , we shall
be in or near Petersburg ; as I do not put it in the
post till we land in Finland . Cripps , and his little
dog, who has been with us in all our wanderings,
are asleep upon some straw , in one corner . John,
his servant, is broiling a piece of stock fish, as he
says , to keep life and soul together . Peter , our
interpreter , is smoking with the boatmen , in an¬
other hovel. Such are the joys of enterprise .”

To

the Rev. William Otter, Jesus College, Cambridge.
“Isle

Vardo

, between Bomarsund

and Kumlinge,

in the passage to Abo, from Grislehamn,
Christmas day, 1799.

“ Have you forgotten this little place ? If so, you
are happy . I fear I shall have too much reason to
remember it . I sent a letter to Satterthwaite
from Bomarsund, giving him an account of our
escape from ‘a wat’ry grave.’ Cripps is now upon
the island of Kumlinge. I have not seen him since
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yesterday morning. I attended him as far as that
island , and finding that the Lappoesi passage was
not frozen up, I returned back in the same boat,
and have been again to Bomarsund for our car¬
riage , which they had persuaded us to leave be¬
hind ; positively declaring that it was impossible
to take it farther . As I like to combat impossi¬
bilities , I have conducted it safe to the water side,
and in the morning it will go with me to Kumlinge.
I have been no less than seven times, backwards
and forwards from the sea to this village, which is
about five English miles from the shore. We are
compelled to wind in all directions , through forests,
&c. to avoid the ice, which is not every where
strong enough. However I brought our heavy
carriage across the two sounds Bomarsund and
the Vardgatta , and you know what they are . I
have had twenty -five peasants at work the whole
day , and if it please God to let this north -east
wind sink a little of its fury, I shall have the satis¬
faction of giving Cripps an agreeable surprise be¬
fore noon.
“We have used sledges ever since we landed in
Aland . Nothing can be more delightful than such
a mode of travel . It may appear paradoxical , but
we suffer less from cold in an open sledge, than in
a close carriage ; and as for the motion, I know
not how to give you a better idea of it, than by
referring you to the description of Leonora ’s ride
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behind Death , in the German ballad ; rocks,
forests, rivers , seas, islands, seem to fly beneath
us, as if we travelled through air. Now is the
season for a trip to the pole. I would wager to be
at Enara Trask in a fortnight , and hail the new
century upon the icy sea.
“ I have many things to say, and much advice
to ask . We shall not get home before the year
1800 ; but before the month of June , I hope to be
there . I mention this, because, though a man’s
ideas may travel fast enough over a map, I do not
think yours , respecting our journey , will move so
fast as our bodies . For instance , if I tell you, I
am going into Asia—that I intend to visit Tartary
—that I shall certainly pass the Volga—that I shall
afterward follow that river from Kasan to Astrachan—that from the Caspian to the sea of Azof,
and the Black sea, I shall journey to Constantinople
—then I know you will give a whew ! and say,
Yes, his health is restored , but at the expense of
his reason . Why he will not get to England these
two years ! Now let me beg of you, neither to
entertain such ideas yourself, nor to encourage
them in other people . If Cripps had not pressed
me to extend his travels , I should have been in
England by the end of January , from Petersburg ;
but when our plan was altered , I gave more time
to Stockholm , and to other objects . I am now
very sorry I did not send our seed to you. It is
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gone in different cases to England . I thought tohave planted them myself, and felt proud in the
hope of shewing you the Dianthus Superbus , the
Pyrola Uniflora, the Pedicularis Lapponica, and
many of the rarest of the Saxifraga, in our College
garden . We have at this moment roots of the
Rubus Arcticus , which we have long kept in moss.
It is still alive, and puts forth buds , but it can
never reach England , according to our present
plan.
“ Now for your advice. I wish you to tell me,
in a letter , which you must instantly send to Pe¬
tersburg , ‘aux soins de Messrs . Paris et Warre,’
what plants I can collect on the banks of the
Volga, and in Hungary ? Also, what books will
illustrate the botany and natural history of those
countries ? I should think the Genus Gnaphalium
will appear in greater glory than any other , when
we get to warmer climates. The view of our plan
will suggest many other things.
“ P . S. This is my second letter , and it finds me
again at Bomarsund . The north -east raged with
unabated fury during thirty -six hours. I had no
anxiety ; as they assured me the storm would
keep the sea open . Guess my grief and astonish¬
ment , when at day-light this morning, I beheld it
a solid field of ice, as far as the eye could reach;
and all this in one night ! God knows when I
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shall see Cripps again—all communication is cut
off : he is on the bleak island ofKumlinge —doubt¬
less in the greatest anxiety . I am alone without
clothes or books. There is a hope that if this
severe frost holds four days, I may walk over to
him ; the distance is twenty -one English miles,
I have already driven a sledge with a horse over
the Vargatta and Bomarsund . Cripps has the
thermometer ; I should think it must be thirty
degrees of Fahrenheit , below freezing, as the sea
did not freeze at 25.
“Second P . S . I have opened my letter again,
to tell you we are safe in Abo; but if I were to tell
you all that happened since this was sealed, I
must begin a volume. Suffice it to say , that after
being a week separated from Cripps , by twentyone miles of ice, I undertook a circuitous route by
the island of Sattunga , and performed a walk of
seventy English miles in two days across the sea.
The peasants , who were my guides, deserted me
in the midst of the ice, refusing to proceed . The
cold was so severe, that the exercise of walking
alone enabled me to support it . What think you of
thirty -nine degrees of Fahrenheit , below freezing?
Brandy became solid in an instant . At last , more
dead than alive, I reached Kumlinge , when all
communication with the island was said to be
shut . Cripps and I came in open sledges to Abo.
vol. i .
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On the second morning of our journey , John ’s face
became frozen, and we have been afraid it would
mortify . Cripps had two spots in his ; and Peter
and the peasants recovered their noses with snow.
I escaped all these to undergo severer trials . Last
night the cold was at 40. Some said the mercury
was rendered solid. Cripps and I had closed the
stoves . In the night we were seized by convul¬
sions. I lost all animation in my feet , hands , and
nose, and it was not till this morning that the cir¬
culation of the blood was restored . Cripps is still
unwell. A violent headache is all that remains to
me. Adieu ! After many escapes from death , I
still have power to trouble you.
“We have got very comfortable lodgings, and
mean to wait here, while Peter goes back for the
carriage , which can now be conveyed in sledges on
the sea.”

To the same.
Abo , Jan . 13 , 1800,

“ My last letter was full of disasters and diffi¬
culties . I hoped to have ended the catalogue;
but really our lives were not worth insuring at
sixpence an hour, from the time we left Grislehamn.
We are now bound in thick ribbed ice . The Bal-
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tic, and all the rivers are adamant . I was misin¬
formed about the mercury being frozen. Professor
Gadolin says it congealed in his thermometer last
year , when it fell in Abo to forty degrees of
Celsius. Our greatest cold now is twenty -seven
of Celsius, below 0, at noon, and at midnight it
has been thirty and thirty -five. The people stare
to see an Englishman walk about without great
coat or pelisse.
“You will wonder to find us still here ; but still
more when you hear that we wish to prolong our
stay . I am become a student here ; and, I do assure
you , little as I have hitherto esteemed study in a
foreign university , I shall ever acknowledge my
obligation to this . We have received great kind¬
ness from all the professors ; but the venerable
Porthan , whose history of Finland will render his
name famous through Europe , is my master ; and
I hope to carry through life the same memory of
his instruction , that I have of his kindness . He
took a fancy to converse with me when I first came
here ; and as it will benefit us both , I am become
of the number of his pupils.
“We have here a circle worth tracing in the line
of professors. Porthan , in history and antiquities;
Hellenius, in botany ; Gadolin, in chemistry and
mineralogy ; and Franz fen, in poetry . They beat
Upsal out and out . The Upsalians at present are
bitten by Kant ; and nothing is heard of but his
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philosophy , which, I am told , he does not himself
understand.
“I have such a picture in view !—but alas ! I
shall never get it . They have destined it for a
church, I know not where.”'-
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